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Every company understands the importance of timely and accurate payroll processing in each pay
period. As payroll is an important administrative task, it requires knowledge and skills to make the
right calculations. The payroll processing is for all those employees who are permanent or are paid
in an hourly and weekly basis. The payroll calculations are complex as it involves various
deductions and calculations of the hours worked in a single pay period to get the accurate amount
to be distributed among employees. The amount is then distributed via self-printed checks or direct
deposit.

Payroll is among those business functions that are in operation since years. However, the
advancement in technology has brought few changes in it. Let's understand the pros and cons of
various payroll methods that gave rise to a better and efficient online payroll system.

Earlier, the internal employees were responsible for payroll processing every month, which means
no extra expense beyond salary and access to the person at anytime of the day. However, constant
training to keep their knowledge up-to-date added additional costs which could then be avoided by
hiring a payroll firm. Moreover, payroll firms hire payroll experts that eliminate payroll errors due to
human involvement.

Although payroll firms ensure accuracy and full compliance with all tax regulations, but they prove to
be expensive for small businesses. Moreover, they are not available on-site to provide assistance
during payroll period. This delays the payroll process and results into inaccurate or late payroll
results.

In such a scenario, small businesses were looking out for a solution that can provide them accurate
and timely results without costing too much for their firm. This need gave rise to online payroll
services wherein payroll experts are available for 24*7 through emails, chat or even on phone
during official working hours. There are no overheads over a small-business owner and the payroll
plans are available at a flat monthly fee covering all the necessary features into it. The mobility
feature in online payroll services has given a green signal from almost all the businesses as
entrepreneur can access to the payroll details from anywhere using a secured login id and
password.

If you also want to reduce payroll expenses, bring accuracy into your payroll system and keep your
employees happy, you must switch to online payroll services. There are various payroll service
providers who are providing satisfaction guaranteed payroll services. You can choose the one that
proves to be better than the rest and can become successful in staying away from IRS notices and
fines.
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